WELCOME TO THE HARMONY DOG PARK
Access to the dog park is limited to Harmony residents, guests and annual pass holders. For the
safety of all people and dogs, all dog park rules must be strictly adhered to. Violators may have
their access to the park restricted, or be charged with trespassing, or both.
Users of the Harmony Dog Park do so at their own risk. Please remember common sense rules
about approaching or otherwise interacting with a strange dog. Neither the Harmony CDD, the
Harmony community at large, or the Harmony Developer, nor any affiliated boards, employees, or
consultants, shall be liable for any injury or damage sustained while using the dog parks.
1.

The Harmony Dog Park facilities currently consist of three off-leash areas for dogs, their
handlers, & those accompanying them. No other use is permitted. No animals other than
dogs are permitted in the fenced Dog Park areas.

2.

Organized people-dog activities that require a dedicated portion of the Dog Park, or that
may inhibit regular individual enjoyment, must be approved by the Harmony CDD Board.

3.

Handlers must “Scoop the Poop". Waste bags & receptacles are available in the park for
your use.

4.

Dogs must be on leash when entering or exiting the off-leash areas of the Dog Park.
Handlers must have possession of the dog leash at all times.

5.

Dogs must be under the control of their handler and in view of their handler at all times.
Maximum of two dogs per handler.

6.

Dogs must be removed from either of the off-leash areas of the Dog Park at the first sign of
aggression. No spiked collars.

7.

No female dogs in heat are allowed inside either fenced area of the Dog Park, nor in close
proximity to any dogs entering or exiting a fenced area.

8.

Handlers are responsible for any injuries or property damage caused by the dog(s) under
their control. Handlers must fill in all holes dug by the dog(s) under their control.

9.

No dog less than four months of age is allowed inside the off-leash areas of the Dog Park
unless carried by its handler.

10.

Children eight years old & under are not allowed in the off-leash areas unless supervised
by an adult. Handlers must be 16 years of age or older unless supervised by an adult.

11.

No smoking, no glass containers, and no food except training treats are permitted.

12.

Hanging objects of any kind from the fences around or throughout the Harmony Dog Park
is prohibited.
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